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The 120 Days Of Sodom
Pier Paolo Pasolini's last feature (1975) is a shockingly literal and historically questionable transposition of the Marquis de Sade's 120 Days of Sodom to the last days of Italian fascism.
Salo, or the 120 Days of Sodom
Using paratextual theory to address the accusations of gimmickry often directed towards extreme art films, Cultivating Extreme Art Cinema focuses upon the DVD ...
Cultivating Extreme Art Cinema: Text, Paratext and Home Video Culture
The final work of notorious Italian director Pier Paolo Pasolini, this film updates the Marquis de Sade's most extreme novel to fascist Italy in the final days of WW II. Dispensing with the novel ...
Salo or the 120 Days of Sodom (Salo o le 120 giornate di Sodoma)
(Adoc-Photos / Corbis) The Museum of Letters and Manuscripts displayed the original manuscript of The 120 Days of Sodom (an image of Sade’s face at the exhibit). (Tomas Van Houtryve) Sade wrote ...
Who Was the Marquis de Sade?
It is not at all difficult for us to carry.' Marquis de Sade's The 120 Days of Sodom, written while Bastille, remains one of the most shocking tales of sexual extremism ever published – and ...
Marquis de Sade's descendants reclaim his title after 200 years of disowning novelist
In her new documentary series, Dancing With the Devil, which premiered at the SXSW Film Festival, Demi Lovato reveals more about the night of her overdose. With no new major movies debuting on ...
Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom showtimes near Vancouver, BC
Pier Paolo Pasolini’sSalòor The 120 Days of Sodom is a film people love to hate. Aesthetic conservatives see its elegant rituals of torture and rape as gratuitous and immoral. A French journalist even ...
IN PRINT
For The 120 Days of Sodom I worked with actors and actors of the HORA theatre group at the Zurich Schauspielhaus theatre. Almost all the actors live with trisomy 21 and this prompted me to find out a ...
Children, children – who does my belly belong to?
The answer, like the man himself, is complex. For something like a century and a half after Sade's death in 1814, not even the citizens of La Coste would claim the author of The 120 Days of Sodom and ...
Sadomania: Life Lessons from the Marquis de Sade
Pier Paolo Pasolini’s “Salò or the 120 Days of Sodom” and Bernardo Bertolucci’s “Last Tango in Paris.” The move — which is symbolically important, though censorship is de-facto no ...
Italy Abolishes Film Censorship, Ending Government Power to Ban Movies
We are on the set of "Salò or the 120 days of Sodom". Pasolini lets a small camera team led by the journalist Gideon Bachmann follow him around engaging him in a long and extraordinary interview ...
Pasolini prossimo nostro
World cinema has given us plenty of auteurs hell-bent on creating the most disturbing experience possible, from Pier Paolo Pasolini to Catherine Breillat, Gaspar Noe, and Takashi Miike. Below ...
25 Disturbing Foreign Films to Watch, from Gaspar Noé to Takashi Miike
The directors were both maligned in the Seventies for Waters’ Pink Flamingos and Pasolini’s final work, Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom, over explicit scenes that led to the films being banned.
John Waters Marks 75th Birthday With ‘Prayer to Pasolini’
This song is about the murder of Pier Paolo Pasolini, an Italian intellectual, activist, poet, writer and director best known for his movie Salo, Or The 120 Days Of Sodom. He was brutally beaten ...
Ostia (The Death of Pasolini)
CHAPTER ONE The Legislator Bissot Renounces Chicanery in Favor of Philosophy CHAPTER ONE The Legislator Bissot Renounces Chicanery in Favor of Philosophy (pp. 5-8) The sun was about to rise from ...
The Bohemians
The pen is mightier than the sword, as the saying goes. It’s easy to believe when you see the lengths some governments and organizations go to ban books. Here are 30 of the most famous!
30 books that have been banned by governments
which was famously imposed on Bernardo Bertolucci’s Last Tango In Paris in 1972 and Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Salò Or The 120 Days of Sodom in 1975. In its place, Italian film distributors will ...
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